[1] INTRODUCTION
Myriam Abramson, NRL Code 5584, is the principal investigator for the project, Behavioral Web Analytics. The questions she seeks to answer include:
• Can we identify individuals from their web browsing behavior given past browsing history? Why or why not? • Can we distinguish between two web browsing histories as belonging to the same person or to different persons? The objective of the project is to develop the necessary theoretical foundation and supporting algorithms for the detection, tracking, and prediction of Web browsing behavior leading to the identification of individuals of interest. Motivations for studying Behavioral Web Analytics include: the importance in cyberspace to link a virtual identity to a real one; the option to use behavioral web analytics to replace or complement keystroke authentication of a user; the use of behavioral web analytics to aid in online fraud detection; the fact that information dominance and hybrid wars are of significant interest to the Navy. The figure above shows the processes the data must go through to accomplish our goal of producing clickstream data from a tcpdump file. First, a tcpdump file is obtained from a network administrator. This very large file contains packet data for all network traffic during the session. Next, this tcpdump file is used as input for a freeware program called ChaosReader. This program puts the packets "back together" and produces multiple files from the information in the tcpdump files. All the files created by Chaosreader are used as input by the program written by the author, create clickstream.py. This Python program finds the data needed to reconstrruct single-user clickstream data. The challenges for this project include:
• Understanding all the Chaosreader files and where the desired info would come from.
• Write a program to process the data in the files and put it in clickstream form.
• Determine how to differentiate between human actions and machine generated actions (e.g. applications that would poll an html server such as inbox polling in a web based email program) in the data and then develop code to filter out the machine generated actions. 
tcpdump -s 65535 -w out1
The decision was made to print the URL for the page visited in the reconstituted clickstream instead of its IP address that is given in the index.html file. If there is a session file for the entry, this URL can be built from finding the HOST field and concatenating the rest of the address from the GET or POST field. If there is no session file the entry is https. If requested by the user when the program is started, a lookup will be made using the IP address. The lookup for all https entries does take several seconds ( or minutes) when the index.html file is large. If the lookup cannot be done, the IP address is sent to output file. The program imports "socket" module for this lookup, and then uses the following code (IPs is a list of ip addresses): The pattern that the program searches for in the index.html file is given by the user as a regular expression. This pattern is used to make the initial decision to pull rows from index.html as potential clickstream entries. Currently the code is written so that the search is CASE SENSITIVE. However, code is present that allows the search to be case insensitive. This code is in main and commented out but can be used instead if desired.
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During the analysis of the data, the following observations were made that may be helpful in analyzing human versus machine actions:
• Google and Wikipedia send page content in compressed form (gz).
• Pages like google news have Javascripts that constantly refresh the page without user action.
• AJAX requests generate a lot of network traffic. For example, each character in a google search generates a request and gets a response so that the suggested list can be presented to the user.
An explanation from Wikipedia explains about AJAX: AJAX (an acronym for Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is a group of interrelated web development techniques used on the client-side to create asynchronous web applications. With Ajax, web applications can send data to, and retrieve data from, a server asynchronously (in the background) without interfering with the display and behavior of the existing page. Data can be retrieved using the XMLHttpRequest object. Despite the name, the use of XML is not required (JSON is often used instead), and the requests do not need to be asynchronous.
The http standard RFC (Request For Comment) was very helpful in determining how to interpret data in the session files, which come from http packet headers. The document was used to understand GET, POST, content_type, no_cache, XMLHttpRequest , etc. that were important to the filter rubric. Web site for the RFC editor: http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc2616.txt
This document also contained statements that are important to this project in general and should be considered during the next phase.
14.36 Referer The Referer[sic] request-header field allows the client to specify,for the server's benefit, the address (URI) of the resource from which the Request-URI was obtained (the "referrer", although the header field is misspelled.) The Referer requestheader allows a server to generate lists of back-links to resources for interest, logging, optimized caching, etc. It also allows obsolete or mistyped links to be traced for maintenance. The Referer field MUST NOT be sent if the Request-URI was obtained from a source that does not have its own URI, such as input from the user keyboard.
Abuse of Server Log Information
A server is in the position to save personal data about a user's requests which might identify their reading patterns or subjects of interest. This information is clearly confidential in nature and its handling can be constrained by law in certain countries. People using the HTTP protocol to provide data are responsible for ensuring that such material is not distributed without the permission of any individuals that are identifiable by the published results.
Transfer of Sensitive
Information Like any generic data transfer protocol, HTTP cannot regulate the content of the data that is transferred, nor is there any a priori method of determining the sensitivity of any particular piece of information within the context of any given request. Therefore, applications SHOULD supply as much control over this information as possible to the provider of that information. Four header fields are worth special mention in this context: Server, Via, Referer and From. The Referer header allows reading patterns to be studied and reverse links drawn. Although it can be very useful, its power can be abused if user details are not separated from the information contained in the Referer. Even when the personal information has been removed, the Referer header might indicate a private document's URI whose publication would be inappropriate.
The actual clickstream data from the browser plugin represents only the activity of the user at his computer. The data the Python program uses is the network traffic generated by these actions, which will consist of many more entries (rows) in the ChaosReader file. The challenge is to differentiate between human action and machine generated action, filtering out the machinegenerated actions and leaving only the human actions in the reconstructed clickstream.
Deciding how to filter the matched entries from the index.html file is a very important process in reconstructing the clickstream data from the original tcpdump logs. To filter out machine-generated entries it was determined that each valid entry:
• must have User Agent if it is not https • has its content type as text/html • will not have the field "no-cache" anywhere in the session file. (Filter out Pragma : no-cache (this is same as "Cache-Control: no-cache" and one might be present or the other.) • will not have "0 bytes" if the pattern matches • will not have "X-Requested-With:
XMLHttpRequest" which is what will be in the header for an AJAX entry. The list above determined the filter rubric that was decided upon. This can be applied successfully for each entry that is NOT https. When a user chooses to browse a https site, Chaosreader can provide little information. The time, userid, and site visited can be extracted, but no information for the packet headers is given. The filter rubric cannot be applied since there is no application file to open. Currently, https entries are filtered simply if there are contiguous multiple entries with the same time and URL visited, only the first of the entries is sent to the output file. Current filter rubric: <entries that match pattern> -(content-type != "text/html") -"no-cache"-<no browser agent if ! https> -"X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest" Next pass: <filtered entries that are https>: only include first entry of contiguous set that have same user id, URL, and time (within ±1 second).
To figure out how to reconstruct clickstream data, several example data sets were used. Each data set included all the files generated by Chaosreader from a tcpdump of a user session. The data set also had an actual clickstream file that was generated by a plug-in to the FireFox browser used during the session. This actual clickstream could be used to compare against the reconstructed clickstream file generated by the Python program. The table on the next page gives a summary of the results using two example data sets, named in the column headers.
